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South-East European Munich: Displaced Persons – 
Guest Workers– Europeans
by Karolina Novinšćak Kölker

Since the end of the Second World War several groups of migrants from former 
Yugoslavia came to Munich, most of them as so called Gastarbeiter (guest 
workers) starting in the late 1960s. After the ban on recruitment of foreign 
workers (Anwerbestopp), emphasis was placed on reuniting families, while the 
Yugoslav wars of secession led to the migration of refugees to Munich. For many 
decades, immigration was considered a temporary phenomenon. Not until 
Slovenia and Croatia joined the EU have new immigrants from these countries 
been given the prospect of permanent residence from the start and means of 
political participation in elections in Munich.  
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When the 32 year-old Croat Zvonimir Kanjir was greeted in Stuttgart on 5 August 
1970 as Baden-Württemberg’s “500,000th Gastarbeiter,1 Germany had already had 
experience with the orchestration of public receptions of foreign “guest worker 
jubilarians” at German train stations. During the years before Armando Rodrigues 
de Sá (1964) from Portugal and Ismail Bahadir (1969) from Turkey had already 
been celebrated with media attention as the “millionth Gastarbeiter”. Two years 
later, in 1972, a young woman from Yugoslavia, the 19 year-old Vera Rimski from 
Novi Sad was selected in Munich to finally also acknowledge a female foreign 
worker for her efforts in boosting the German economy. Politicians and the press 
received her with flowers and sparkling wine at Munich Central Station as the 
“two-millionth jubilee guest worker”. The President of the German Labour Office, 
Josef Stingl, gave her a portable television as a welcome gift and expressed his hope 
that it would help her familiarize herself with the secrets of the difficult German 
language.2 Vera Rimski, who now lives as a pensioner and grandmother with her 
family in Serbia, joyfully recalls the warm atmosphere when she was received in 
Munich back then:

It was wonderful. Journalists were there and took pictures here and there. 
Everyone asked who is this child. My husband said to me, you are the millionth 
guest worker. I didn’t understand anything. I was given flowers, gifts.  It was very 
pleasant. Around me all I heard was ‘schön, schön’ (wonderful, wonderful).3 

Vera did not speak a word of German back then, but had a temporary work 
contract from Siemens in her pocket, which she had signed at a Yugoslav 
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employment office after undergoing a medical examination and certifying her 
ability to work. In order for Vera to emigrate, she needed neither knowledge of 
German nor an integration course back then. The German-Yugoslav recruitment 
agreement for foreign workers in cooperation between the German and Yugoslav 
labor authorities made it possible for Vera’s labor migration to occur quickly and 
effectively without any complications. The governments of both countries signed 
the agreement on 12 October 1968 in order to regulate the recruitment process of 
work migrants as well as immigration and emigration between the two countries 
with regard to labor and residence laws.4 At this time, Munich had already been 
the main transfer center for South-Eastern European labor migrants in Southern 
Germany for several years. Thus, countless migrants from the territory of former 
Yugoslavia – from Croatia, Slovenia, Bosnia-Hercegovina, Macedonia, Kosovo, 
Serbia and Montenegro – came to Germany via Munich or reached their final 
destination here. 

Figure 1. Photo by Karolina Novinšćak Kölker ©. On the occasion of the 50th anniversary of 
the German-Yugoslav recruitment agreement, the Museum of the City of Munich organized 
the exhibition “Nema Problema!? Munich and the Migration from Yugoslavia and the 
Successor States” (October 2018 to March 2019). The map shows the route of the “Balkan 
trains” between South-Eastern Europe and Germany, which were also called “Gastarbeiter 
trains” during the 1960s and 1980s.

In 1960, 7241 citizens of Yugoslavia resided in the German state of Bavaria, 
while 10 years later 99,014 immigrants with Yugoslav citizenship already lived in 
Bavaria.5 Among them were also Marija and Josip Brekalo, who opened a restaurant 
with Croatian cuisine at the feet of the Bavarian Alps and cultivated their Croatian 
mother language as the family language.6 Their daughter Michaela Kaniber, a 
representative of Bavaria’s governing party CSU (Christian-Social Union) and since 
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2018 Bavarian Minister of Agriculture, was born in Bavaria “with southern roots” 
and grew up bilingually.7 As she emphasizes in the video portrait of the Bavarian 
State Chancellery, Kaniber regards both Bavaria as well as her parents’ country of 
origin, Croatia, to be her “home”.8 In a Croatian daily newspaper, she tells of her 
parents’ immigration journey and how her father is touched time and time again 
by the political career of his daughter in Bavaria:

 I will never forget how my parents came to Germany without knowing the 
language, with 1000 German Marks in their pocket, and how they worked and 
struggled for us. Father Josip still cries today when he realizes that his daughter 
is a minister. He just cannot believe it.9 

While still CSU district chairwoman of the Berchtesgadener Land and electoral 
circuit representative in the Bavarian Parliament, Kaniber herself expressed her 
astonishment about her career pathway as a Gastarbeiter child in a Bavarian 
newspaper in 2015 with the following words: “I am a truly proud Bavarian Croat 
[…] As a child of immigrants I would have never thought that I would make it so far 
one day.”10

Looking at the composition of the Bavarian Parliament may explain her 
“incomprehension” and the particularity of her political career as a “Gastarbeiter 
daughter” in Bavaria. Since 2018, five representatives with migrant roots have 
been members of the Bavarian Parliament, which only accounts for a share of 2.5 
per cent.11 Thus immigrants and families with a history of migration are clearly 
underrepresented in the politics of Bavaria, as one in four residents of Bavaria 
(24%) has migrant roots. 

In the following, I will outline the phases of the immigration process from 
former Yugoslavia, and in particular Croatia, to Bavaria and Munich since 1945 in 
the context of local and transnational means of political participation for migrants. 

Stranded in post-war Munich 
After the end of World War II, Bavaria, the southernmost German state in the 

American sector, became an important place of refuge for millions of Germans 
and non-Germans from Eastern and South-Eastern Europe. Those fleeing from 
or unwilling to go back to Yugoslavia frequently were supporters of monarchist 
pre-war Yugoslavia or former collaborators with the NS regime.12 Former 
forced migrants from Yugoslavia or abducted or fleeing persons, for whom no 
collaboration with the NS regime could be proven and did not want to return to the 
“new” Yugoslavia of the victorious partisans under the leadership of Josip Broz Tito 
after the end of the war, were placed under the protection of international refugee 
organizations in Bavaria. With their status as “displaced persons” (DP in the 
following) and refugees, Eastern and South-Eastern European persons unwilling 
to return were accommodated and taken care of in refugee camps and, whenever 
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possible, their migration overseas or to other Western European countries was 
supported.13  War and post-war migrants without DP status were accommodated 
in refugee camps under the control of the Bavarian refugee administration or they 
tried to secure a livelihood at their own initiative. In the early 1950s the foreign 
war and post-war forced migrants with the status “displaced foreigner without 
a home” (heimatlose Ausländer) were granted long-term residence in the young 
Federal Republic of Germany. “Displaced foreigners without a home” did not 
require a residence permit, but did not have voting rights and were not allowed to 
establish political parties.  

Temporary labor migration and refuge 
During the first years of peace and reconstruction the forced migrants from 

the territory of Yugoslavia founded their first self-managed organizations with 
cultural, humanitarian and political aims in Munich. The political activities of 
the “displaced foreigners without a home” from Yugoslavia in Bavaria opposed 
the Yugoslav regime in their country of origin, while they internally functioned 
as solidarity networks within the refugee migrant community. With the Yugoslav 
economic reforms and the beginning of the economic crisis during the 1950s and 
early 1960s, many “economic refugees” from Yugoslavia were compelled to come 
to Bavaria, but did not wish to be regarded as such and applied for asylum as 
political refugees.14 Later, starting in the late 1960s, they were joined by refugees 
from the crushed “Croatian spring” and the Yugoslavia-wide student protests, who 
aimed to escape from the increasing governmental repressions and the ordered 
“public silence.”15 Along with the non-registered migrants, legal labor migrants 
who received authorization from the Yugoslav authorities and the West German 
consulates also had been immigrating to Bavaria since the 1950s. Already before the 
German-Yugoslav Labor Recruitment Agreement, West German firms were looking 
for laborers by means of cooperation with local and regional employment offices 
in Yugoslavia and paid commissions for successful placements. The politically 
motivated forced migration up to the collapse of Yugoslavia was indeed supposed 
to remain an essential feature of Yugoslav migration to Bavaria and Germany, but it 
was clearly surpassed in numbers by the labor migration during the “Gastarbeiter 
recruitment phase”.  

Immediately after the Second World War immigrants and refugees from 
Yugoslavia founded the first religious communities in Munich. The religious 
diversity of the former Yugoslavia is still reflected in Munich today. In 2018 the 
Croatian Catholic Community of Munich celebrated its 70th anniversary and, with 
more than 50,000 members, it is one of the oldest and largest Croatian Catholic 
communities abroad.16 The Slovenian Catholic community and the Serbian 
Orthodox church community were founded in Munich in the late 1940s and already 
look back on a 70-year history.17 During the phase of labor recruitment migration 
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in the 1960s and 1970s, more and more people of Muslim faith primarily from 
Bosnia-Hercegovina, southern Serbia, Kosovo and Macedonia emigrated to Munich. 
Starting in the 1990s during the wars in Bosnia-Hercegovina and Kosovo these 
numbers significantly increased again. In 1987 a Macedonian-Orthodox church 
community was also established in Munich, which currently has approximately 
3000 members.  

Only a temporary home?  
The successive opening of the Yugoslav borders for labor migrants was 

accompanied in socialist Yugoslavia by an ideological re-interpretation of the 
social phenomenon of labor migration. The new migration policy credo was that 
labor migration is to be accepted as a fundamental component of the international 
division of labor in self-administrated socialism and that the successful integration 
of the Yugoslav economy into the world market must include the free circulation of 
laborers.18 In Bavaria too, policy-makers became accustomed to the immigration of 
people, who grew up and underwent their socialization in a socialist country and 
maintained their relations to their country of origin. Labor migrants from Croatia 
and the remaining Yugoslav republics relatively easily maintained their social 
relations by means of regular visits and transnational family structures due to the 
geographical proximity to their country of origin. 

With the resumption of German-Yugoslav relations (1968), the CSU as 
the governing party of Bavaria also began developing political and economic 
relationships with the individual Yugoslav socialist republics Croatia, Serbia, 
and Bosnia-Hercegovina by means of regular meetings of mixed government 
commissions. One central theme of these Bavarian-Yugoslav political discussions 
was, among other things, the integration of Yugoslav citizens into the Bavarian 
immigrant community, while simultaneously bonding them back to their community 
and country of origin. At the time when it was West Germany’s premise not to be 
a country of immigration for foreigners, binding the recruited labor migrants back 
to their country of origin, even if it was socialist, was a main concern of the CSU’s 
migration policy. At the meeting of the delegation of the Free State of Bavaria with 
representatives of the Executive Council of the Parliament of the Socialist Yugoslav 
Republic of Croatia on 19 June 1969 in Zagreb, Dr. Fritz Pirkl, then State Minister 
for Labor and Social Affairs, already emphasized that migration is not a desirable 
permanent situation for both sides:

The employment of foreign workers in a country is clearly neither ideal for 
anyone, nor is it a long-term situation. […] It is important for us that your people 
who work among us do not terminate the relationship to your country and all 
of you here. Only this way can they adjust better and find their way in the new 
environment. We support the organizations that take care of their workers and 
provide them with professionals dealing with these issues.19 
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While transnational, cross-border relationships between immigrants and their 
communities of origin in Yugoslavia for the purpose of facilitating their return were 
regarded as worthy of support for many decades in Bavaria, demands from self-
managed migration organizations and the Munich Foreigners Advisory Council for 
means of political participation in Germany, e.g. through voting rights for foreign 
citizens in municipal elections, were unsuccessful.20 

After the European recruitment stop in 1973 and the intensification of the 
economic crisis in Yugoslavia, the reunification of families became more and more 
important. The economic and political collapse of Yugoslavia during the 1980s as 
well as the subsequent wars in Croatia, Bosnia-Hercegovina and Kosovo during 
the 1990s resulted in the largest wave of refugees in Europe since the end of the 
Second World War. In Munich, thousands of refugees of war found a temporary 
sanctuary with relatives, friends or in refugee homes. For example, the sisters 
Valentina and Klaudia B., who were born in Munich, spent more than three years of 
their youth with up to 20 relatives and friends of the family who fled from Croatia 
and Bosnia-Hercegovina in a 90 m2 apartment in Munich.21 The family support for 
the relatives and friends who fled spanned from help with translations to housing 
and job placements. The majority of the “tolerated” refugees had to return to their 
countries of origin after the end of the wars. 

Fugire 2. Photo by Karolina Novinšćak Kölker©. Jelena N. took the “German-Croatian” 
dictionary with her in 1974, when she migrated to Germany as an au-pair. As a pensioner 
she regularly commutes between her two residences in Croatia and Munich. Jelena N. gave 
the author the dictionary for the collection of the Museum of the City of Munich and said: “I 
don’t need that anymore. I know German now.” 
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“Naš München” - Popular city for immigrants 
Since Croatia joined the EU (2013), which gave EU citizens from Croatia 

access to the German labor market (2015), and the introduction of the “Western 
Balkans Agreement” 22 Germany has become a popular destination country for 
new immigrants from Croatia and neighboring countries due to the high demand 
for workers and transnational social networks. According to Croatian statistics, 
39,515 people emigrated from Croatia in 2018, 55 percent of them to Germany (see 
RGOW 1/2019, S. 22-24). According to German statistics on the influx of people for 
the year 2018, even 48,618 Croatian citizens moved to Germany23, which implies 
that the immigrants with a Croatian passport not only came from the Republic 
of Croatia, but also from Bosnia-Hercegovina and other countries. While 223,056 
Croatian citizens lived in Germany in 2008, the number increased by 77 percent to 
395,665 in 2018. Munich is also a popular city for immigrants from South-Eastern 
Europe. Around 112,000 people with their main residence, who themselves or 
whose families immigrated from the successor states of Yugoslavia, live in Munich 
(December 2018).24

Since autumn 2018 the 38,000 Croats constitute the largest share of the foreign 
population of Munich. The majority of Munich’s residents of migrant origin from 
the successor states of Yugoslavia still possesses citizenship of their country of 
origin, while the number of naturalizations and dual citizens among EU-immigrants 
from Croatia has significantly increased. As EU citizens the Croats gained new 
opportunities for political participation, but are only able to vote in municipal and 
European elections. Recently, political parties in Munich have also been targeting 
EU citizens and dual citizens from Croatia during electoral campaigns. During the 
2014 municipal elections, citizens of Croatian background were the largest group 
of EU foreigners in Munich with 24,500 people eligible to vote.25 Consequently, 
on 22 February 2014 the then CSU mayoral candidate Josef Schmid invited 
representatives of Croatian associations to talks at Munich town hall during the 
electoral campaign. It was not until the EU accession of their countries of origin 
that long-established and newly immigrated citizens with Croatian and Slovenian 
EU citizenship became completely politically integrated at the municipal level in 
Bavaria, while the foreign citizens of the non-EU countries remain largely excluded 
from the policy-making process.26 

On the occasion of the 50th anniversary of the German-Yugoslav recruitment 
agreement on 29 January 2019, the city of Munich thanked the citizens of Munich 
from Bosnia-Hercegovina, Kosovo, Croatia, Macedonia, Montenegro, Serbia and 
Slovenia for enriching the city community with a festive reception under the 
motto “Our Munich - Unser München — Naš München — нашиот Минхен — 
Mynihu ynë — Наш Минхен — says thank you!”. Especially the healthcare system 
would collapse without the professionals from the Yugoslav successor countries, 
emphasized mayor Christine Strobl during her words of thanks. She and others 
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praised the successful integration process in the economic, cultural and social 
sectors — yet improvements regarding the opportunities for political participation 
are still due for many immigrants from former Yugoslavia. 
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